
  

 

Communiqué de presse 
Paris, le 5 novembre 2021 

DynFi™ launches an OpenSource firewall 

French company DynFi® launches DynFi® Firewall, a unique firewall that enables 
enterprises and institutions to effectively protect their networks while providing full 
visibility into its source code. 

Access to the firewall's source code ensures that there are no backdoors or malware on 
these firewalls. This transparency strategy promotes widespread adoption of the 
firewall by users who can download and install it for free.  

«  We are very proud of the development of this new firewall which offers a real 
alternative to the leading Open Source firewall pfSense®. DynFi Firewall is forked from 
OPNsense® and uses FreeBSD 13 and a modern compilation architecture.   » said 
Gregory Bernard, CEO of DynFi®.  

DynFi® Firewall offers numerous network filtering, intrusion detection, VPN and Proxy 
features. It is compatible with the DynFi® Manager, a unique central solution for Open 
Source firewall management, simplifying the life of system administrators.  

The DynFi® Company offers a catalog of appliances with DynFi® Firewall pre-installed. 
This accelerates the deployment of unified cybersecurity policy in the enterprise and 
meets the needs of SMBs, ETIs.  

DynFi® Firewall has been developed by DynFi® for three years with the support of 
RECIA (Région Centre Interactive) and Systematic Paris Région.  

Useful links : 

DynFi® Firewall explanation and details : https://dynfi.com/dynfi-firewall/  

Download DynFi® Firewall : https://dynfi.com/telecharger/dynfi-firewall/  

Our DynFi® Firewall : https://shop.dynfi.com/category/appliances-dynfi-firewall/1/   

DynFi® Firewall source code : https://github.com/DynFi   

DynFi® Manager centralized manager : https://dynfi.com/dynfi-manager/   
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About DynFi®:  

Founded in 2001, DynFi® is a French company specializing in the development of 
cybersecurity systems, and is an expert in open source firewall and virtualization 
technologies. With more than 7000 firewalls marketed to 750 customers mainly in 
Europe and the USA, DynFi® is the leader in open source cybersecurity in France. Since 
2008 DynFi has built a service offering around open source software related to 
cybersecurity and networks. In 2018 DynFi® has launched the first centralized 
manager for Open Source firewalls: DynFi Manager. Labeled by the Systematic R & D 
cluster in May 2020, DynFi obtains the "Cybersecurity Made in Europe" label in 2021. 
DynFi® defends a free and autonomous vision of network cybersecurity. 
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